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Performance of the LHCb Outer Tracker in Run 1: JINST9 (2014) P01002 
This talk covers preparation of paper for Run 2 
 
 
•  Introduction 

 

²  LHC, LHCb and Outer Tracker – gaseous detector 

 
 

•  Outer Tracker Performance 
 

² Drift time and hit resolutions 
²  The real time global t0 calibration 
² Occupancies and hits efficiency 

² Noisy channels 
² Geometrical survey, optical alignment system RASNIK 
² Ageing 
²  Timing of reconstructed physics objects 
²  Flight time for pions and protons 

•  Summary 



N. Tuning (3) 

LHC and LHCb 

LHC and LHCb 
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LHCb performance LHC Run 2 
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LHCb integrated Luminosity pp collisions 2010-2016 

Run 1: 40/pb (2010) 
            1.1/fb (2011) 
            2.1/fb (2012) 
 
Run 2: 0.3/fb (2015) 
           1.7/fb (2016) 
              ?/fb (2017) 
 
For each 1/fb:  
~28k  B0

s → J/ψ(µµ) φ(K+K-) 
~2M   D*± → D0(→K-K+)π±    

LHC is running now 
Data for physics analysis in June 2017  



LHCb 

Hadronic b decays

Introduction

Measuring γ

γ Combination

✚✚CP in B± → D0h

Λb →πKph

b → cc

Conclusions

C. Fitzpatrick

March 24, 2014

Introduction

! Hadronic beauty decays offer a wealth of interesting measurements
! This talk:

! [PRELIMINARY]✟✟CP in the beauty sector: CKM angle γ
! [NEW] Measurements of beauty baryons

! LHCb is uniquely positioned to make precise measurements with fully hadronic final
states:

250m
rad

100mrad

! Excellent vertex resolution

! Precise tracking

! Flexible & efficient software trigger

! Hadronic PID up to 100GeV/c

2 / 14

! LHCb is a forward spectrometer studying pp collisions 
!   Excellent vertex resolution of O(10 μm) 
!   Time Resolution of 40-50 fs (14% of Bs oscillation period) 
!   RICH detectors provide K±/π± separation 

!   Particle ID of >90% efficiency for kaons [5% pion misid] 
!   ECAL for electromagnetic particles 

 

2011 1 fb-1 

2012 2 fb-1 

 
Total 3 fb-1 

The tracking system at LHCb 
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The single-arm forward spectrometer (a new concept for HEP experiments) 
10<θ<300 mrad (2<η<5) 

JINST3(2008)S08005 

•  VELO – precision primary and secondary vertex measurements,  
                  resolution of IP: 20 µm, decay lifetime resolution ~ 45 fs: 0.1 τ(D0) 
 

•  Excellent tracking resolution: Δp/p = 0.4% at 5 GeV to 0.6% at 100 GeV 



Outer Tracker 
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Outer Tracker 
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•  Gaseous straw tube detector and covers an area of 5 x 6 m2  
•  12 double layers of straw tubes (3 stations, each station consists of 4 module 

layers) 
•  Each half station consists of two C-frames (independently movable units)  
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Figure 1: (a) Module cross section. (b) Arrangement of OT straw-tube modules in layers and
stations.

tubes, and are read out only from the outer module end. The inner region not covered
by the OT, |y| < 10(20) cm for |x| < 59.7(25.6) cm, is instrumented with silicon strip
detectors [1]. One detector layer is built from 14 long and 8 short modules, see Fig. 1(b).
The complete OT detector consists of 168 long and 96 short modules and comprises 53,760
single straw-tube channels.

The detector modules are arranged in three stations. Each station consists of four
module layers, arranged in an x-u-v-x geometry: the modules in the x-layers are oriented
vertically, whereas those in the u and v layers are tilted by +5o and −5o with respect to
the vertical, respectively. This leads to a total of 24 straw layers positioned along the
z-axis.

Each station is split into two halves, retractable on both sides of the beam line. Each
half consists of two independently movable units, known as C-frames, see Fig. 1(b). The
modules are positioned on the C-frames by means of precision dowel pins. The C-frames
also provide routing for all detector services (gas, low and high voltage, water cooling,
data fibres, slow and fast control). The OT C-frames are sustained by a stainless steel
structure (OT bridge), equipped with rails allowing the independent movement of all
twelve C-frames. At the top the C-frames hang on the rails, while at the bottom the
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Outer Tracker 

• 12 double layers  

• 5 x 6 m2 

• 53760 channels 

340mm 

Module: 2 layers with 64 straws 

During installation 

•  The C-frames are sustained by a 
stainless steel structure (bridge), 
equipped with rails allowing the 
independent movement of all 12 
C-frames 

5m 



Outer Tracker Modules 
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•  Each module consists of 2 staggered 
straw tube monolayers 

 
•  Number of straws in monolayer: 64 
 
•  Total number of straws: 53760 

•  Inner diameter of straw tubes: 4.9mm 
 
•  Straw tube length: 2.4m 
 
•  Glue: Araldite Epoxy AY103-1 
 
•  Cathode: Kapton XC 
 
•  Anode: Gold+Tungsten (HV: +1550V) 
 
•  Gas: Ar/CO2/O2 : 70/28.5/1.5 % 

inside

inner d.

9.0Kapton−aluminium

Kapton XC

Kapton Aluminium outside

4.90

9.0

Kapton XC

OT STRAWS

Straw tube material: Kapton XC / 
Kapton / Aluminium

Anode wire diameter: 25 μm

Material of the anode: Gold plated 
Tungsten

Anode at +1550 V

Gain: 5x104
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•  Distance drift time relation can be parameterized as: 

    The relation is stable through the years 
 

•  Maximum drift time extracted from the parameterization is 35ns 

Distance drift time relation 
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•  The position of the hits in the OT is determined by measuring the drift time to 
the wire of the ionisation clusters 

 

•  Distance drift time relation is calibrated on data by fitting the distribution of drift 
time as a function of the reconstructed distance of closest approach between 
the track and wire (r) 

03.06.2014 LHCb Outer Tracker - T.M. Karbach - TIPP14 11

straw tubes

● Cathode: Kapton XC
● Anode: Gold+Tungsten, +1550V
● Panel: Rohacel
● Glue: Araldite Epoxy AY103
● Gas: Ar/CO2/O2 : 70/28.5/1.5

module     of 128 straw tubes
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Figure 6: The drift time versus the unbiased distance distribution with the overlaid TR-relation
curve, obtained from the fit (black line).
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Figure 7: (a) Drift-time residual distribution and (b) hit distance residual distribution. The core
of the distributions (within ±1�) are fitted with a Gaussian function and the result is indicated
in the figures.
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Radius of the straw: R=2.45mm 

35ns 
R 

tdrift(r) = (21.3 |r|
R + 14.4 |r|2

R2 )ns

tdrift 

r 



•  The resolution dependence on the distance from the wire is also extracted from 
the fit:  

•  The average time and spatial resolution are determined by comparing the mea-
sured drift time and hit position in a straw to the values predicted by the track fit 

 

Drift time and hit resolutions 
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�tdrift(r) = (2.25 + 0.3 |r|
R )ns
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Figure 6: The drift time versus the unbiased distance distribution with the overlaid TR-relation
curve, obtained from the fit (black line).
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Figure 7: (a) Drift-time residual distribution and (b) hit distance residual distribution. The core
of the distributions (within ±1�) are fitted with a Gaussian function and the result is indicated
in the figures.
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Drift time residual distribution Hit position residual distribution 

Due to a background contribution coming mainly from secondary hits, the residual 
distributions are fitted with a Gaussian function in a ±1σ range: 
•  The drift time residual distribution has a width of 2.4ns (in Run 1 was 3ns) 
•  The spatial resolution is 171µm (in Run 1 was 205µm) 

Maximum σt = 2.55ns 



Online calibration 
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•  The drift time residuals distributions are used to perform the real time global t0 
calibration strategy 

 

•  The calibration algorithm produces a fit to the global drift time residuals 
distribution about every 15 minutes, in case of physics data 

 
 
•  If the t0 is smaller than an upper limit, the last version of the global t0 condition 

has been used (blue points) 
 

•  The above strategy allows for a time alignment of the OT time and LHCb clock 
better than 0.1ns 

DR
AF
T

During the commissioning of the global t
0

di↵erent values of the largest allowed global t
0

202

shifts have been used. Fig. 9 reports the di↵erence between the new t

0

value calculated203

with the current calibration with respect to the previous t
0

value used for the data taking.204

The shadowed regions correspond to the minimum size of this di↵erence necessary to205

trigger an update of the t
0

constants in the databases used for the the data taking, namely206

the software level trigger, and for the o✏ine data processing. Two values of this threshold207

have been considered: 0.04ns and 0.1ns. The value of 0.1ns is considered as optimal. In208

the case of a lower threshold, the global t
0

constants are a↵ected by fluctuations due to209

statistics and smaller e↵ects. If considering the distribution of the t

0

values per module210

after one or more calibration iterations, the width of the distribution measures always211

about 0.1ns. With 0.1ns as threshold, implies few updates of the global t
0

constant in a212

week of data taking, as shown in Fig. (Make plot of calibration results in function213

of time).214

Calibration number [a.u.]
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∆
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 Not appliednew
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Commissioning Early Measurements Stable running

nsthr = 0.1

nsthr = 0.04

Figure 9: Calculated global drift-time o↵set di↵erences (�t

0

) for Run-II data taking period 3
July 2015 - 14 Sept 2015. The point displayed represent the di↵erence between the currently
measured t

0

and the current t
0

used for the data taking and previously calculated. When the
new constant has been updated and used for the data taking from the next run (open triangles

or sth??). Otherwise the color blue is used. The threshold values used are highlighted with the
shaded regions.

7 Single FE-module calibration (Philippe, Wouter)215

Time o↵sets due to the single Front-End electronic delays need to be accounted for, in216

addition to the global t
0

o↵set. These FE-o↵sets are not expected to change as function of217

time, unless in cases of hardware modifications of the system. Every module of the OT218

11

•  The difference between the 
new t0 calculated with the 
current calibration wrt. the 
previous t0 is used 

 

•  The t0 found exceeds a 
defined threshold (shadowed 
regions): 0.1ns (optimal, red 
points) or 0.04ns (during 
commissioning, smaller 
statistics) 

 

Data taking period: 3July-14Sept.2015 
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Figure 2: The average number of recorded hits as a function of the activity in the previous bunch
crossing, expressed as the scalar sum of transverse energy in all calorimeter clusters.
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Figure 3: The recorded drift time spectrum for all hits in the Outer Tracker for nobias events
with 25 ns bunch spacing. (Left) in blue, the same spectrum recorded while keeping only events
with ⌃E

T

(Prev)  1000. (Right) the di↵erence of the two tdc spectra, normalised such the
di↵erence is 0 at the tdc = 150 bin.
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The recorded drift time spectrum 
for hits in the OT  
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Figure 2: The average number of recorded hits as a function of the activity in the previous bunch
crossing, expressed as the scalar sum of transverse energy in all calorimeter clusters.
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with 25 ns bunch spacing. (Left) in blue, the same spectrum recorded while keeping only events
with ⌃E
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(Prev)  1000. (Right) the di↵erence of the two tdc spectra, normalised such the
di↵erence is 0 at the tdc = 150 bin.
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The average number of recorded hits in the 
OT as a function of the ΣET  in the previous 
event in all calorimeter clusters  

•  The OT hits due to spill-over from the previous event: 
o  if the previous event was empty then there are ~5000 hits 
o  if  the previous event was quite busy (ΣET<1000GeV) then the number of 

hits increases to ~7500 hits (limit in data acquisition) 
 

•  When only events with an upper limit ΣET<1000GeV (loss ~7% of the events), 
the effect on the drift time is mostly affected for lower drift times 

Hits with ΣET<1000GeV 

All hits 

ΣET [GeV] 

Difference ~7% 

To reduce the occupancy in good events we are vetoing on previous busy events  



Occupancies in p-Pb and Pb-Pb collisions 
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2.3 The Outer Tracker in Pb-Pb and p-Pb collisions (Laurent)90
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Figure 4: The average number of recorded hits in minimum bias proton-proton and Pb-Pb
collissions.
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Mainly the LHC operates with p-p beams but there is also interesting part of 
physics in p-Pb and Pb-Pb collisions (one month a year) 

The average number of recorded hits in minimum bias 

•  The occupancy of the OT is significantly larger in Pb-Pb than in p-p collisions  
•  In p-p the occupancy is smaller than 20% 
•  In Pb-Pb the occupancy ups to 100%  

o  offline not all events up to the highest OT occupancy are used, go up to 
a Pb-Pb centrality of ~60%  

•  In Pb-p the occupancy is smaller than 50% 



Noisy channels 
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•  A noise occupancy at the level of 10-4 is observed at nominal threshold 
 
 

•  At the nominal threshold of 800mV only 0.2% of channels exhibited a noise 
occupancy larger than 0.1% 

 

•  Completely negligible for data taking in Run 2 as well 

Measured 
in Run 1 

Detector module 
2 x 64 straws 

OT Performance in LHC Run I - Readout 

• Gas gain:     ~ 5x104 

• Analog signal: ~ 106 e- 

• ASD: Ampl, Shape, Discr. 

• TDC: 0.4 ns stepsize 

• Pipeline: 160 BX deep (= 4 s) 

• GOL: Upon L0 trigger, readout 3 BX 

 

Detector module 
2 x 64 straws 

Example noisy module: 

nominal threshold 

Niels Tuning (17) ¾ Noise level ~ 10-4 

 channel 

 T
h
re

sh
ol

d
 Example noisy module 

To identify channels that have an “abnormal” level of noise (dark pulses from the 
detector, bad FE-electronics shielding, or bad grounding) the hit occupancy is 
determined for increasing values of the amplifier threshold (nominal value is 800mV) 

Typical noise occupancy 



Geometrical survey 
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The correct spatial positioning of the modules is ensured in a few steps: 
 
1)  The design and construction of the OT detector guaranties a mechanical 

stability of 100µm in x and 500µm in z directions 
 
2)  By construction the anode wire is centered within 50µm with respect to the 

straw tube 
 
3)  The modules are fixed to the C-frames at the top and the bottom, with 

tolerances below 50 µm 
 
4)  After installation, the position the four corners of the C-frames were adjusted 

within ±1mm of the nominal position 
 
5)  Finally, the positions of all modules are determining using dedicated optical 

alignment system RASNIK continuously (during breaks and data taking 
periods) 



Mechanical stability 
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•  An optical alignment system 
(RASNIK – Relative Alignment 
System of NIKHEF) measures 
relative displacements 

 
•  RASNIK measures relative 

movements of Ma vs Ca 
 
•  The lines are mounted on each 

corner of C-frames (3 stations * 2 
pairs of frames * 8 lines per pair of 
frame = 48 lines) 

RASNIK: Introduction 

•  LED ! Mask ! Camera 

OT meeting 30 May 2016 
3 

LED→Mask     →  Camera  
Ma Ca 

Figure 8: Two long vertical RASNIK lines (Q13 and Q02) mounted on the bridge (a CCD
camera) and the bunker (a lens and a mask) to measure the movements of two points close to
the top of the bridge in horizontal x and z LHCb coordinates with high precision.

Figure 9: A CCD camera of a long vertical RASNIK line mounted on the bridge (left). A lens
and a mask fixed together to the bunker’s wall (right).

6

x 
z 

y 

A-side              C-side 

•  The 2 lines measure movement 
of support bridge wrt. floor 

•  The resolution in 
perpendicular 
directions to the 
optical axis is better 
than 1µm and in 
longitudinal direction 
is better than 150 µm. 



The RASNIK results 
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the movements of the bridge. After switching on the magnet, the bridge moves back to336

the previous position. The dependence of the bridge position on down and up types of337

polarization of the magnet is not observed.338

Figure 49: The z bridge position coordinate distributions for the data acquired in 2016 (left)
and from 27 April till 20 June (right).

In conclusion, the RASNIK system work very well and provides high accuracy data339

which allow to track deformations of the OT detector. The movements of the C-frames in340

the x and y coordinates are relatively large, up to 200 µm. The movements of the bridge341

with respect to the bunker are also observed in the z coordinate, up to 100 µm. The results342

also show small deformations of the OT connected with magnetic field configurations,343

mechanical interventions etc. The RASNIK lines can also support software alignment344

with the precision data showing the real movements of the detector. It is a robust system345

for position control of the OT stations.346

51

Figure 47: Example of movements of corner of XU C-frame of T2 station of the Outer Tracker
detector are shown as the x (left) and y (right) coordinates function of time for the data acquired
in 2016.

that the intervention in T3 station can also a↵ect C-frames of T1 and T2 stations since323

the opening of a frame results in small changes of the bridge position. The observed324

variations are significantly smaller than in the opened station. The measurements showed325

that the positions of C-frames are reproducible after opening and closing within ±20 µm.326

Changes in weight distributions on the bridge during intervention a↵ect all C-frames since327

the material stresses are transferred via bridge.328

Figure 48: The x coordinate of points close to the top corners of opened and closed VX C-frame
as a function of time (14-16 of September 2016) measured for T3 station on C-side.

7.3 Monitoring of the bridge position329

There are two lines which allow to measure the x and z LHCb coordinates of the points330

close to the top and on the opposite side of the bridge. The movement in z are shown331

in Fig. 49. In May and June 2016, the z decreases by about 100 µm and stabilizes in332

August/September. There is a hint that a trend reverses at the end of the year and the333

z starts to increase. The ”jumps” which are seen in the z distributions are related with334

power cuts or switching on/o↵ of the magnet. The switching o↵ of the magnet causes335

50

Bottom inner corner of C-frame of T2 

Figure 47: Example of movements of corner of XU C-frame of T2 station of the Outer Tracker
detector are shown as the x (left) and y (right) coordinates function of time for the data acquired
in 2016.

that the intervention in T3 station can also a↵ect C-frames of T1 and T2 stations since323

the opening of a frame results in small changes of the bridge position. The observed324

variations are significantly smaller than in the opened station. The measurements showed325

that the positions of C-frames are reproducible after opening and closing within ±20 µm.326

Changes in weight distributions on the bridge during intervention a↵ect all C-frames since327

the material stresses are transferred via bridge.328

Figure 48: The x coordinate of points close to the top corners of opened and closed VX C-frame
as a function of time (14-16 of September 2016) measured for T3 station on C-side.

7.3 Monitoring of the bridge position329

There are two lines which allow to measure the x and z LHCb coordinates of the points330

close to the top and on the opposite side of the bridge. The movement in z are shown331

in Fig. 49. In May and June 2016, the z decreases by about 100 µm and stabilizes in332

August/September. There is a hint that a trend reverses at the end of the year and the333

z starts to increase. The ”jumps” which are seen in the z distributions are related with334

power cuts or switching on/o↵ of the magnet. The switching o↵ of the magnet causes335

50

Top right external 
corner of C-frame of T3 Bridge movement   

intervention 

•  The x and y positions of the 
bottom C-frames vary within 
~200µm  

 
•  Precise RASNIK data for x 

positions of C-frames show 
how the OT mechanical 
system slowly attains the 
equilibrium state after 
interventions 

 
•  The intervention in T3 on C-

side caused shifts ~70 µm in    
horizontal x 

 
•  The changes in z ~100 µm 

are caused by the movement 
of the bridge wrt. floor 

 
•  After switching on the 

magnet, the bridge moves 
back to the previous position 

intervention 

magnet off 
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3 Mechanical stability (Artur, Niels)91

4 Measurement of ageing of the Outer Tracker (Lau-92

rent, Niels)93

In the development stage of the Outer Tracker, significant gain losses were measured on94

irradiated modules. This e↵ect was studied intensively in the lab, where it was found to95

be the result of de deposition of molecules on the anode wire. These molecules originate96

from the plastifier in the used glue and act an insulating layer, reducing the gain. After97

local irradiation, the gain was surprisingly mostly a↵ected upstream of the source, giving98

a characteristic donut-shape pattern. [TODO: here a picture of the donut-shape?] Here99

something about the ozone production? Due to these lab findings, the gain of the Outer100

Tracker is monitored intensively.101

In order to deduce the relative gain over the years, dedicated runs take place in which102

the amplifier threshold is varied per layer. These runs take place during LHC operations,103

but in general with a lower number of colliding bunches or µ in LHCb to maximise tracking104

performance. To equalise the occupancy among the runs, an upper limit on the number of105

hits recorded in the Outer Tracker is placed o✏ine. In the analysis, the single hit e�ciency106

is computed in bins of the threshold value, which gives rise to the characteristic S-shape107

pattern as shown in Fig. ??. The relative gain is then computed from the change in the108

half-e�ciency points, after correcting for atmospheric pressure conditions Perhaps say a109

few things about why this matters actually?.110

Should we say something about the systematics?111

The relative gain throughout the years averaged over the full detector is shown in112

Fig. 5. The results are consistent with no gain loss. The inner, outer and most lower parts113

of the detector are analysed separately as well, motivated by the originally observed ageing114

pattern upstream of the dose. No di↵erent trends are observed for the di↵erent regions of115

the detector.116
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Figure 5: Average gain as a function of the delivered luminosity.
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•  To deduce the relative gain over the years, dedicated runs take place (during 
LHC operations) in which the amplifier threshold is varied per layer 

 

•  The two 90Sr source are used to measure gain, response to radioactive 
source for each straw channel for each position along Y 

So far:  L = 5.24/fb 

•  Results are consistent with no sign of gain loss (vary within ±5%) 
 

•  Also the inner, outer and lower parts of the detector are analyzed separately; 
no different trends are observed for the different region of the detector  

Average gain as a function of 
the delivered  luminosity 

03.06.2014 LHCb Outer Tracker - T.M. Karbach - TIPP14 12

Aging

● No aging seen in R&D phase, 
despite extensive tests

● But mass produced modules 
showed aging: glue!

● No gain loss under source, only 
upstream

● Very rapid: -30% in 15 hours

NIM A617 (2010) 202

12

NIM A685(2012)62-69 
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•  A single track has multiple measurement points in the OT 
 

•  The mean number of hits per track lies at 18, with a long tail to the left 
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8 Timing of physics object exploiting the Outer276

Tracker (Lucia, Greg, Jacco)277

8.1 Single track timing278

Due to the e↵ort of online t0 calibration, the ns hit resolution of the OT has improved279

beyond its design. Since the LHCb track model does not employ timing quantities, it is280

investigated whether the OT time information can be of additional discriminative power.281

A sample of 100.000 selected events containing a semileptonic B decay is used for this282

study.283

A single track has multiple measurement points in the OT. For each point the drift284

time residuals can be calculated, as was described in Sec. 6. The track time is defined as285

the sum of all individual drift time residuals, weighted by their errors. This track time is286

basically the variation in the arrival time of the track in question at the OT. The number287

of OT hits per track used for the track time calculation is shown in Fig. 11(a). The mean288

number of hits lies at 18, with a long tail to the left. Tracks with a number of hits less289

than 3 are not considered in these studies, and neither are tracks with a momentum below290

2 GeV. The resolution of the track time is determined as the weighted sum of the errors291

on the drift time residuals. The distribution is found in Fig. 11(b), with a mean value of292

0.57 ns.293
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Figure 11: (a) The number of OT hits per track N , where the drifttime is used. (b) The
uncertainty on the time per track, as estimated from time resolution per hit, �

t

/

p

N .

The reconstruction of random OT hits into a track is called a ghost track. The track294

time of ghost tracks is expected to be large, and could thus be of added value in the295

reduction of ghost tracks. However, it was found that the track time of ghost tracks is296

largely correlated with other ghost-reducing parameters, and adds little value.297

14

The number of hits per track for 
the track time calculation 

The uncertainty on the time 
per track 

Mean: 18 

 

•  For each point the drift time residuals are calculated 
 

•  The track time resolution is determined as the weighted sum of the errors on 
all individual drift time residuals and equals 0.57 ns 

Mean: 0.57ns 
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8.2 Time-of-flight for pions and protons298

The velocity of particles created in the pp collision can mostly be approximated by the speed299

of light. However, heavy, low momentum particles have a beta factor that is su�ciently300

lower than 1. This can cause a significant shift in the arrival time. For protons, this is301

about 0.5 ns at 5GeV at the center of the OT - about 8.5 m - as shown in Fig. 12. This is302

close to the expected track time resolution.303
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Figure 12: The di↵erence in time-of-flight between protons and pions as a function of their
momentum.

The track times of pions and kaons with momenta below 7 GeV in LHCb simulation304

is shown in Fig. 13(a). In data, a sample of D⇤ tagged D

0

! K

+

⇡

� decays is used as a305

source of pions. This sample is regularly used to calibrate the LHCb particle identification306

response, since pions can be identified from their charge alone. In a similar fashion,307

events with a semileptonic ⇤

0

b

decay are used as a source of protons. However, the initial308

selection discards a large fraction of low-momentum protons. The track time distribution309

in data is shown in Fig. 13(b). In both simulation and data the di↵erence in the track310

time distributions between low momentum pions and protons is visible by eye. The311

discriminating power of the track time can be seen in a plot of pion rejection versus proton312

selection e�ciency, also called a ROC curve, shown in Fig. 14. The performance in data313

and simulation are found to be roughly in agreement.314

Most of the particle identification performance of LHCb is due to the ring imaging315

Cherenkov detectors (RICH), with radiators CF

4

and C

4

F

10

. The momentum range316

between 1.5 and 10 GeV was covered by the aerogel radiator, but it has been removed317

after Run-1 fitting the design for higher luminosities. The OT track time can assist in this318

momentum range in Run-2, especially for analyses involving protons, lambdas, deuterons,319

and new long-lived heavy particle searches. In LHCb, particle identification is done by320

creating a neural network using inputs from the RICH, CALO and MUON systems. In321

the near future the OT track time will be added as an input.322

Finally, the particle identification performance of the OT track time serves as an323

excellent test case for a possible future time-of-flight detector, TORCH.324
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•  The velocity of particles created in pp can 
mostly approximated by the speed of light 

 
•  But heavy low momentum particles can 

velocity sufficiently lower than light and 
they have a significant shift in the arrival 
time  

•  For protons the shift in the arrival time is 
about 0.5 ns at 5 GeV from pions at the 
center of the OT (about 8.5 m)  

 
 
•  The difference (visible by eye) in the track 

time distributions between low momentum 
(p < 7 GeV) pions and protons can be 
used to help in identification of these 
particles 

 

0.5ns shift for 5GeV (close 
to track time resolution) 

DR
AF
TTrack time [ns]
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Figure 13: The distribution of track times for protons and pions with p < 7 GeV in (a) simulation
and (b) in data.
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Figure 14: The pion rejection rate as a function of the proton e�ciency for (a) simulation and
(b) data.

8.3 Timing of a primary vertex325

One of the limitations of the luminosity at LHCb is pile-up; the probability of having326

more than one primary pp collision vertex in a single event. Two primary vertices (PVs)327

separated far enough in space can be resolved by the excellent resolution of the vertex328

locator. A time stamp per PV would aid in the separation of these vertices. The PV329

time is calculated as the weighted average of the track times of all tracks associated with330

that PV. For events with 2 PVs, the PV time di↵erence is shown in Fig. 15(a). The331

significance of this spread when comparing to the expected error is found to be larger than332

one, indicating some discriminating power. However, it is also larger than the PV spread333

that is expected from the LHC.334

In Fig. 15(b) the di↵erence in track time between two tracks from the same PV is335

16

The distribution of track times  
in data with p < 7 GeV 

0.5ns 
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The performance of the OT LHCb detector was stable in the entire Run 2: 
 

•  Ageing is consistent with no gain loss within 5% 
 

•  Only 0.2% of channels exhibited a noise occupancy larger than 0.1% 
(completely negligible for data taking) 

 

•  An optical alignment system RASNIK measures that position of all modules 
are stable up to ±200µm   

 

•  High efficiency drift time (2.4ns) and spatial (171µm) resolutions 
 
 
Future: 
 

•  LHC is running now and data for physics analysis in June 2017  
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Figure 7: (a) Sketch of the various contributions to the measured TDC time [19], as explained
in the text. (b) Picture of a charged particle that traverses a straw.

electronics, tFE. The various contributions to the TDC time are schematically shown in
Fig. 7, and can be expressed as

tTDC = (Tcollision − T FE
clock) + ttof + tdrift + tprop + tFE. (1)

The phase of the clock at the TDC input, T FE
clock, can be adjusted with a shift tFEclock. The

expression for tTDC can be rewritten as

tTDC = (Tcollision − Tclock) + t0 + ttof + tdrift + tprop, (2)

where t0 = tFE − tFEclock. Variations in t0 are discussed in the next section. The difference
tclock = Tcollision − Tclock accounts for variations of the phase of the LHC clock received at
the LHCb experiment control and is kept below 0.5 ns.

The TR-relation is the relation between the measured drift-time and the closest dis-
tance from the particle trajectory to the wire. The TR-relation is calibrated on data by
fitting the distribution of drift-time as a function of the reconstructed distance of closest
approach between the track and the wire, as shown in Fig. 8(a). At the first iteration
the TR-relation obtained from beam tests was used. The line shows the currently used
TR-relation [19], which has the following parameterization:

tdrift(r) = 20.5 ns ·
|r|

R
+ 14.85 ns ·

r2

R2
, (3)
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The OT measures the arrival time with respect to LHC clock (Tclock)  
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tance from the particle trajectory to the wire. The TR-relation is calibrated on data by
fitting the distribution of drift-time as a function of the reconstructed distance of closest
approach between the track and the wire, as shown in Fig. 8(a). At the first iteration
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Tcollision the arrival time of 
the signal corresponds to 
the time of the pp collision 
 
ttof the time of flight of the 
particle 
 
tdrift the drift time of the 
electrons in the straw 
 
tprop the propagation time of 
the signal along the wire to 
the readout electronics 
 
tFE the delay induced by the 
FE electronics 
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SCANNING FRAME
Using two 90Sr source to measure gain

Measure response to radioactive source 
(current profile) for each straw channel for 
each position along Y

Correct for air pressure

 No beam induced ageing visible so far 

Test at each technical stop of the LHC with 
irradiation source

Short irradiation tests during technical stop

No sign of ageing: gain variation uniform 
within ±5% 23
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Aging

● No aging seen in R&D phase, 
despite extensive tests

● But mass produced modules 
showed aging: glue!

● No gain loss under source, only 
upstream

● Very rapid: -30% in 15 hours

NIM A617 (2010) 202
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•  Using two 90Sr source to measure 
gain 

 
•  Measure response to radioactive 

source for each straw channel for 
each position along Y 

 
•  Test at each technical stop of the 

LHC with irradiation source 
 
•  Short irradiation tests during 

technical stop 
 
•  No sign of aging within ±5% 

NIM A685(2012)62-69 


